FOR USC FACULTY & STAFF
Defensive Driving training is online in Trojan Learn

Please follow these 5 simple steps:
1. Login to Trojan Learn (trojanlearn.usc.edu) with your USC username and password.
2. Search for the “Defensive Driving” online course.
3. Click on the course title, and then click “Launch.”
4. Complete the course by viewing all pages and scoring 70% or higher on the test.
5. Optional: Print your test scores report from the course player for your records. (Document icon > Print Scores/Completion Status)

If you have any questions about the online course, please contact the USC Defensive Driving Program at defensive.driving@usc.edu.

Your completion is tracked in Trojan Learn instead of a paper certificate.

Trojan Learn is USC’s first university-wide learning and development platform for employees. Trojan Learn is provided by USC Talent Management.

For more on the USC Defensive Driving Program
http://transnet.usc.edu/index.php/defensive-driving/